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Abstract 
External representations, algebraic, graphical, pictorial, tabular, verbal etc. of a statistical concept are 
of major importance in statistics education. If students could recognize and handle different registers 
of representation successfully, they would have higher achievements. This complex skill seems to 
confuse students. The required flexibility to move from one kind of representation to another is 
considered to be very demanding and this is the main reason why students end up using a specific 
kind of representation in statistical problem-solving. 

The main objective of the present study is to assess Greek pre-service teachers’ attitudes towards 
modes of representations and their translations in SPS (Statistical Problem Solving). More specifically, 
it explores students’/ pre-service teachers’ preference and liking of different modes of representations, 
their preference in using them, their opinions about the difficulty of representations and their 
confidence in using them in SPS. The research sample study consists of 167 Greek students’/ pre-
service teachers from the Department of Pre-School Education, University of Western Macedonia, and 
from the Educational and Policy Department of the University of Macedonia, Greece. Implicative 
statistical analysis and implicative chains were used in the data analysis. A path model was developed 
to offer new dimensions in statistics education. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
Statistics is considered to be a very difficult discipline among educators and pre-service teachers 
(Anastasiadou and Chadjipadelis, 2008). Many researches put emphasis on using external 
representations to improve teaching and learning (Janvier, 1987; Kaput, 1992; Cheng, 2002; Gagatsis 
and Siakalli, 2004). In addition they stress the importance of using different modes of representations, 
or different registers of representations (Anastasiadou, et al., 2007) which are valuable in all areas of 
mathematics education and instruction due to the fact that they could improve statistical reasoning and 
enrich relationships. NCTM (2000) also highlights the role of representations in Mathematical Problem 
Solving (MPS) and Statistics Problem Solving (SPS). This is the rationale of the present study which 
explores Greek pre-service teachers’ attitudes towards different modes of representations in SPS. 

2 THE RESEARCH PURPOSE 
The main objective of the present study is to assess Greek pre-service teachers’ attitudes towards 
modes of representations and their translations in SPS (Statistical Problem Solving). More specifically, 
it explores students’ preference and liking of different modes of representations, their preference in 
using them, their opinions about the difficulty of representations and their confidence in using them in 
SPS.  

3 METHODOLOGY 
This paragraph includes sample description, the instrument used and Data Analysis Methodology. 

3.1 Sample 
The research sample study consists of 167 Greek pre-service teachers from the Department of Pre-
School Education, University of Western Macedonia, and from the Educational and Policy Department 
of the University of Macedonia, Greece. 32 out of 167 were male and 135 female. The students had 
taken a compulsory course of “Elements of Descriptive Statistics” during the first semester. During that 
semester they had been taught to solve statistical problems using different kinds of representations. 
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By the end of the semester they were asked to fill in an instrument designed to measure attitudes 
towards representations. 

3.2 Instrument 
The instrument explores attitudes concerning likes, usage, difficulty and confidence toward verbal, 
graphical, tabular and algebraic representations (e.g. I like verbal representations in SPS; I find it 
easier to use verbal representations in SPS) (Table 1).  

Table 1. Attitudes toward representations. 

LIKE_V: I like verbal representations in SPS 
LIKE_G: I like graphical representations in SPS 
LIKE_T: I like tabular representations in SPS 
LIKE_A: I like symbolic/algebraic representations in SPS 
USE_V: I used more verbal representations in SPS 
USE_G: I used more graphical representations in SPS 
USE_T: I  used more tabular representations in SPS 
USE_A: I used more symbolic/algebraic representations in SPS 
EASY_V: I find it easier to use verbal representations in SPS 
EASY_G: I find it easier to use graphical representations in SPS 
EASY_T: I find it easier to use tabular representations in SPS 
EASY_A: I find it easier to use symbolic/algebraic representations in SPS 
CONF_V: I am more confident in using verbal representations in SPS 
CONF_G: I am more confident in using graphical representations in SPS 
CONF_T: I am more confident in using tabular representations in SPS 
CONF_A: I am more confident in using algebraic representations in SPS 

3.3 Data Analysis Methodology 
A. Implicative Statistical Analysis: It is a data analysis devoted to the extraction and the structuration of 
quasi-implications and was originally developed by Gras (Gras & Kuntz, 2008). According to Couturier 
(2008) Implicative Statistical Analysis establishes the following properties between the variables it 
handles: 1. the relationship between variables that are dys-symmetrical, 2.the association (wording) of 
measures that are not linear and are based on probabilities, and 3. the user’s possibility to use 
graphical representations that follows the semantics of the relationship. For the analysis of the 
collected data of this research, the Hierarchical Clustering of Variables and Gras’ Implicative Statistical 
Analysis method was conducted using a computer software called C.H.I.C. (Classification 
Hiérarchique, Implicative et Cohésive) (Bodin, Couturier & Gras, 2000). For the needs of the present 
study, Implicative diagram has been released by the application of C.H.I.C. software on the research 
data (Bodin, Couturier & Gras, 2000). C.H.I.C. given a set of data enables the extraction of association 
rules. Based on the implication intensity and the similarity intensity, C.H.I.C. allows the building of two 
trees and one graph (Couturier & Gras, 2005; Couturier, 2008).  

4 RESULTS  
Remarks on the Implicative Diagram: The implicative diagram shows the implicative relations between 
the variables (Diagram 3: Implicative Diagram). According to this diagram, all the tasks of the test are 
connected by implicative relations. The implications represent relations significant at levels of 99% 
respectively. 

According to the implicative graph (Diagram 1: Implicative Diagram), factors referred to as Liking, 
Usage, Facility and Confidence factors are interrelated. There is only one implicative chain with the 
followings parts: EASY_A->EASY_T->LIKE_A->CONF_T, EASY_A->USE_A->LIKE_V->EASY_G-
>EASY_T-> LIKE_A->CONF_T, LIKE_V->CONF_A, USE_G, CONF_G, EASY_A->USE_A->USE_T-
>CONF_A, USE_G,LIKE_T,CONF_G, EASY_V->CON_G, LIKE_T, EASY_A->USE_A->CONF_V, 
USE_V->LIKE_T,CONF_T,CONF_V. 
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Diagram 1. Implicative Diagram. 

The first part of the chain EASY_A->EASY_T->LIKE_A->CONF_T shows that the pre-service teachers 
that consider algebraic representations easy, they consider tabular ones easy too, consequently they 
like algebraic representations and they feel confident with the tabular ones. 

The second part of the chain EASY_A->USE_A->LIKE_V->EASY_G->EASY_T-> LIKE_A->CONF_T, 
shows that the pre-service teachers that consider algebraic representations easy, they prefer to use 
them, consequently they like verbal ones, they find graphical and tabular ones easy, they like 
algebraic ones and they feel confident with the tabular ones. 

The third part of the chain LIKE_V->CONF_A, USE_G, CONF_G, shows that the pre-service teachers 
who like verbal representations, feel confident with the algebraic and graphical ones and use them. 

The fourth part of the chain EASY_A->USE_A->USE_T->CONF_A, USE_G, LIKE_T, CONF_G, 
shows that the pre-service teachers that find algebraic representations easy, they use them, they feel 
confident with them, they use graphical ones, they like tabular ones and they feel confident with 
graphical modes of representations. 

The fifth part of the chain EASY_V->CON_G, LIKE_T, shows that the pre-service teachers who find 
verbal representations easy, they are confident with the graphical ones and they like the tabular ones. 

The sixth part of the chain EASY_A->USE_A->CONF_V, shows that the pre-service teachers that find 
algebraic representations easy they prefer to use them and they feel confident with the verbal ones. 

The seventh and the last part of the chain USE_V->LIKE_T, CONF_T, CONF_V, shows that the pre-
service teachers that prefer to use verbal representations they like tabular ones and they feel 
confident both with them and with the verbal ones. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
The present study explores pre-service teachers’ attitudes towards Liking, Usage, Facility and 
Confidence factors in relation to using different modes of representations in SPS. The results reveal 
that these factors are interrelated. This result can be used to enhance educators’ awareness of 
statistical representations in SPS. 
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